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Shamse Tabrizi High school 
Final Test (Eleventh Grade) 

Name  :                                      Teacher’s name: Sara Bahrani 
Class No: …………..                                                   Time: 75 minutes 

A) Choose the best answer. (3.5 points) 

1. Children should drink a lot of / many milk. 

2. When / What / How fell down? – The apple. 

3. Which word doesn't have suffix? Replay / invitation / cultural 

4. researchers and scientists have find / found / finding ways to fight and stop diseases in their 

early stages. 

5. Taking / took / takes photos is her hobby. 

6. she is tired with / at / of washing the dirty dishes. 

7. Maria will get a prize if she answer / will answer / answers the question correctly. 

B) Fill in the blank using the words below. There's one extra word. (3 points) 

8. Each…………… appreciates its art and culture. 

9. I am looking for some Iranian…………….  

10. His father died at the age of 60 after a long ………………. . 

11. The world wars have been really bad for ………………. . 

12. There were a lot of good…………….. in the teacher's talk with student's parents. 

13. The animal………….. of Lorestan is amazing. 

Humankind         society     diversity     handicrafts        interested        illness       points 
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C) Write the word for each picture. (3 points) 

                                                    

14. ………………………..                         15. ……………………….                               16. ……………………… 

D)  Match (A) to (B). (2.5 points) 

Column A Column B 

17. Sara has a …………………. . 
18. I rarely go out and …………………. . 
19. All languages are really………………. . 
20. Culture is a combination of………… ...
21. If we want to know a country or a nation 
well, ……………… ...

a) valuable, despite their differences. 
b) we should study its art. 
c) hang out with my friends. 
d) help a country's economy. 
e) thoughts, feeling, attitudes and beliefs. 
f) bad eating habit. 

E) Unscramble the underlined words. (2 points) 

22. Art is what people teacer with imagination and lklsi. 

23. people with gehrih ioedcntua usually live longer. 

F) look at the picture and answer the question. (1 point) 

24. What is the woman doing?                                                                                               

……………………………………………………………. . 

G) Fill in the blanks with your own words. (2 points) 

25. practice all four language skill: Reading, …………………. , speaking and ……………………. . 
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H) In each group of words, there are two antonyms. Write them in the blanks. 

26. quickly / sadly / greatly / slowly: ……………….  ≠   ………………….. 

27. creative / different / sociable / same: …………………  ≠ …………………. 

I) Answer the questions. 

28. Have you ever traveled to Yazd? ……………………………………………………… . 

29. What will you do if you lose your cellphone?............................................................................

J) read the text below and answer the questions. 

No one knows how languages began. Because all people who are not disabled have the ability 

to speak, language has probably existed at least as long as the modern human species. Most 

scholars believe that language developed very slowly from sounds, such as grunts, barks and 

hoots made by prehumen creatures. In fact, there is no record of language from most off its 

existence. The first real evidence of language is writing. But scholars believe that writing did not 

appear until thousands of years after the region of spoken language. 

30. This passage is mainly about ………….…. . 

a) how people learned to speak                           b) study of human language c) how language 

began                                          d) when people start writing 

31. Which one (language) appeared at first, writing or speaking? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… .........................................................

32. What did the scholars believe about existing language? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

33. Writing existed before speaking.             True               False  






